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Agoues Mendizabal, Carmen (Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea. Zuzenbide Fakultatea. Administrazio Zuzenbidea Saila. Manuel 
Lardizabal, 2. 20018 Donostia): Hirigintza-plangintza eta mugikortasuna (Urban planning and mobility) (Orig. eu). - In: Eleria. 19, 
5-17.
Abstract: Cities suffer from numerous problems provoked by vehicular traffic: traffic jams, pollution, noise contamination… 
Urban planning has a bearing on mobility policies when deciding the use and classification of land. With the aim of reducing 
commutes, the European Union indicates that we must promote compact urban models. However, all types of land have an 
environmental value, including urban land, and urban planning is a necessary tool to balance the needs of mobility with the 
environmental value of urban land. 
Key Words: Urban planning. Sustainable mobility. Compact city. Land classification. Land use. Building standards. Memory.
Iraculis Arregui, Nerea (Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea. Gizarte eta Komunikazio Zientzien Fakultatea. Enpresa Zuzenbidea 
Saila. Sarriena Auzoa, z/g. 48940 Leioa): Sendagaien publizitatea (Advertising medicines) (Orig. eu). - In: Eleria. 19, 19-29.
Abstract: The pharmaceutical company, with respect to advertising, is no different from other consumer product companies. 
Health protection explains the interventionism in this field, with the aim of reinforcing the informative dimension of advertising 
medicine, reducing the persuasive dimension without ruling it out completely. This aim is explained in the restrictive regulation, 
without taking into account the different target groups or the different communication strategies. The appearance of the 
pharmaceutical industry by means of self regulation in the interest of an environment which favours advertising must be 
highlighted.
Key Words: Advertising. Informative dimension. Persuasive dimension. Health. Target group. Advertising criteria. Self 
regulation. Incentives. Receptiveness.
Martínez Balmaseda, Arantza (Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea. Gasteizko Enpresa Ikasketen Unibertsitate Eskola. Enpresa 
Zuzenbidea Saila. Comandante Izarduy, 23. 01006 Gasteiz): Garraio zuzenbidearen erreforma (Transport Legislation Reform) 
(Orig. eu). - In: Eleria. 19, 31-42.
Abstract: The road transport agreement, which until now has been regulated by the 1885 Code of Commerce, will undergo 
severe changes with the 2007 road transport contract draft. The main aim of the draft is the updating of the rail and road 
transport legal regulation. The regulations on the responsibility of the road haulier are of great importance with this new 
regulation, and this is the main reason why we will study these regulations, examining the influence of international treaties in 
this regulation at length.
Key Words: Transport agreement. Road haulier. Consignment note. Causes for the exoneration of responsibility. Presumptions 
for the exoneration of responsibility. Cause relationship.
Interview
Berasategi, Javier. Ex-président of the Basque Competition Authority (Orig. eu). – In: Eleria. 19, 43-46
Chronicles and commentaries
Etxabe Jauregi, Jon (Adeco. Garibai, 6 - 1. B. 20004 Donostia): Laguntza publikoen kontrolaren erreforma eta horren eragina 
Euskadin (Reform of the control of public aid and its influence in the Basque Country) (Orig. eu). - In: Eleria. 19, 47-53.
Abstract: The European Union’s policy for defending competition is a key tool for guaranteeing that the internal market functions 
properly. Following the recent financial crisis, the philosophy on State subsidies has collapsed, and the economic system has 
been immersed in chaos. Likewise, doubt has been cast on whether the Basque institutions have the capacity to pass legislation 
in this sphere, despite the fact that they have the power to do so. Nevertheless, EU jurisprudence has adopted an attitude in 
favour of upholding the powers of the regions. This attitude began to emerge in the case of the Azores and has been confirmed 
in the ruling handed down by the High Court of the Basque Autonomous Community on the occasion of the measures taken by 
the Basque Charter Institutions.
Key Words: State aids. Rights of the competition. Horizontal aids. Regional aids. General interest public aids. Public aids in the 
Basque Country. Illegal aids. Azores sentence.
Karrera Egialde, Mikel (Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea. Zuzenbide Fakultatea. Zuzenbide Zibila Saila. Manuel Lardizabal, 2. 
20018 Donostia): Nafarroako erlijio tokiak, norenak? (¿Who do the places of worship in Navarra belong to?) (Orig. eu). - In: 
Eleria. 19, 55-58.
Abstract: The aim of the conference organised by the Basque Summer University has been to make public the special 
treatment received by the Church when it comes to registering its fixed assets in the Property Register. While any owner is able 
to register his/her fixed assets in the Register, the Catholic Church is not able to register its village churches, as there are 
doubts concerning its property rights over these assets. However, at the present time, according to mortgage regulations, the 
Church has the possibility of putting them in its own name, thus eliminating the nuance of communal, and becoming the 
property of the Church. 
Key Words: Property rights. Property Register. Registration of land. Catholic Church.
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Ordeñana Gezuraga, Ixusko (Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea. Zuzenbide Fakultatea. Sarriena, z/g. 48940 Leioa): Gazteak justiziaren 
egoeraz arduratuta: justizia alternatiboarekiko beren apustua (Young people worried about the situation of justice: their proposal in 
favour of alternative justice) (Orig. eu). – In: Eleria. 19, 59-62
Abstract: The paper examines the contribution made by five groups of students from the Law Faculty of the UPV/EHU-University of the 
Basque Country to the 17th Congress of Eusko Ikaskuntza (Basque Studies Society) held from 18-20 November, 2009. In the area 
known as “Between Justice and Society: alternative justice; the task of the ‘Protection Offices’ and other mediators”, family mediation, 
the university ombudsperson, sports mediation and tourism mediation were studied. The students felt that the latter were all suitable 
channels for resolving conflicts outside the courts.
Key Words: Alternative justice. Family mediation. University Ombudsperson. Sports mediation. Tourism mediation.
San Miguel, Nekane (Bizkaiko Entzutegi Probintziala. Barroeta Aldamar Kalea, 10. 48001 Bilbo): Eusko Ikaskuntzaren XVII. 
Kongresua: Gizarte aurrerapen iraunkorreko justizia ardatza (17th Congress of Basque Studies Society: Justice as the cornerstone of 
ongoing social progress) (Orig. eu). – In: Eleria. 19, 63-66.
The central theme of the Conference held by Eusko Ikaskuntza in Autumn 2009 in Vitoria-Gasteiz was innovation, imperative in a 
multitude of social areas. Taking continuous progress for all as an objective, various proposals were suggested, among them those 
related to the field of justice and law: on the exercise of Fundamental Rights; on the Fair Process and among them linguistic rights: on 
the importance of the citizen as the subject and not the object of legal conflict; on the relation of the environment and sustainability in 
legal processes and outside the courts.
Key Words: Innovation. Fundamental rights. Democracy. Sustainability. Environment. Fair process. Legal process. Linguistic rights.
Annexe
BENGOETXEA, Joxerramon (Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea. Zuzenbidea Fakultatea. Konstituzio Zuzenbidea, Adminsitrazio 
Zuzenbidea eta Zuzenbidearen Filosofia Saila. Manuel de Lardizabal, 2. 20018 Donostia): Herri- eta Nazio-Eskubideen Aldarrikapena, 
Eusko Ikaskuntzaren baitan eginiko proiektua (Proclamation of the Rights of Countries and -Nations, draft produced within Basque 
Studies Society) (Orig. eu). – In: Eleria. 19, 67-70
Project on the Declaration of the Rights of Countries and Nations. Presented by the Commission for National Rights to the Executive 
Board of Basque Studies Society. – In: Eleria. 19, 71-80
News. Bibliography. Doctoral theses (Orig. eu). – In: Eleria. 19, 81-84
